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TODAY’S CHALLENGE

To meet the ever increasing demands and accelerating 
pace of Enterprise Business, IT has found it hard to adapt 
and harder to transform. High value returns of business 
differentiation can be stifled by undifferentiated heavy 
lifting in pursuit of an often uncertain ‘technological 
advantage’

Enterprise IT teams that undertake the whole stack 
ownership of differentiated and undifferentiated IT 
deliverables often face the same challenges.

• Feel unable to validate the most appropriate new 
technology by lack of experience

• Cannot consider new initiatives because resources are 
tied up with operational and support tasks

• Struggle to provide a new portfolio of services within 
existing expectations

• Have difficulty fulfilling increased demand maintaining 
optimised performance and availability

• Budgeting and planning for further Service 
development is uncertain

With the inclusion of a Supporting Service from Mirantis 
you can switch your valuable IT resources from lower value 
to high value activity and unlock an enhanced return.

HOW MIRANTIS CAN HELP 

For over 10 years Mirantis Customer Success team has 
been assisting our customers overcome some or all of 
their platform management challenges through our 
market leading Support and Operations portfolio; LabCare, 
ProdCare and OpsCare.

Now, and in addition, Mirantis Solutions and Services have 
developed Run; Managed Services that further enable our 
customers to focus on high value activity. 

Through an extended ownership of the People, Process 
and Technology objectives Mirantis Solutions and Services 
will deliver as much of the undifferentiated heavy lifting 
that makes sense for you.  

Pipeline as your Service, a managed CI/CD from Mirantis, 
fast tracks your Developers and Platform Engineers to 
differentiate your business.

Deployed and then fully managed by Mirantis, your 
pipeline builds your developers’ code, runs tests (CI), and 
safely deploys new versions of your applications (CD). 

Automated pipelines remove manual errors, enable fast 
product iterations and provide standardized feedback 
loops to developers.
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Solutions and Services 

DevOps as your Service, a full open source virtualisation 
and Platform Engineering function from Mirantis, 
incorporates the best of OpenStack and Kubernetes 
orchestration with customised integration and proven 
operations with options to provide all your DevOps needs. 

All relevant business, technology, security and operational 
aspects of your Enterprise are factored and blueprinted 
into your DevOps ‘dial tone’; DevOps as your Service.

YOUR SERVICE

Our prescriptive Service methodology delivers the 
knowledge and expertise to avoid common blockers, 
develop solutions, and leverage field-proven processes and 
tools to make sure your Service is a success.

Specialist Service Architects engage and initiate a capture 
of your technical, business, and operational requirements 
to develop a strategy roadmap specific to your needs. 

Your Service is deployed and integrated with the  
operational support system providing proactive event 
monitoring for the in-scope technology stack components. 

With a minimum of transitional impact your Developer 
teams are on-boarded whilst teams of engineers 
administer your Service to meet your agreed capacity and 
availability targets.

Your Service operations are handled with the core platform 
life cycle managed along with secure, controlled releases 
of any customised stack components.

The cyclical approach allows for continual optimisation 
of your Service through Service enhancement requests 
that can be further incorporated into your Service moving 
forwards.

GET STARTED TODAY 

Leverage Run and let Mirantis Solutions and Services carry 
the load of maintaining your technological competitive 
advantage. Focus on providing business differentiation and 
unlock your enhanced value. 

Tackle the challenges of the ever increasing demands and 
accelerating pace of Enterprise Business.

• Utilize leading industry knowledge of Mirantis Training 
experts to understand use cases and select new 
technologies

• Partner with Mirantis team and free your IT staff to focus 
on innovation and transformation

• Rely on Mirantis experience with consistently delivered 
Services Levels

• Enable achievement of your Quality of Service objectives 
with field proven methodologies

• Confidently plan for future demand with costs and 
supply through Fixed Price agreements

Discuss with  your Mirantis Account Manager today 
and schedule a follow on  appointment with a Mirantis 
Solutions and Services Specialist.


